
LIVERPOOL: Liverpool’s Sheyi Ojo (right) fights for the ball against Exeter’s Will Hoskins during the English FA Cup
third-round replay soccer match between Liverpool and Exeter at Anfield Stadium, Liverpool on Wednesday Jan 20,
2016. — AP 
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LONDON: Petr Cech’s stunning form
with Arsenal appears to have gone
unnoticed by his sponsors Adidas, who
delivered a pair of new goalkeeper
gloves to the training ground of his for-
mer club Chelsea. The Czech Republic
international, 33, spent 11 very success-
ful years with Chelsea, notably winning

four Premier League titles and the 2012
Champions League, before crossing
London to join Arsenal during the close
season. He was expecting a new pair of
gloves to be delivered ahead of
Sunday’s match between the clubs at
the Emirates Stadium, only for Chelsea
to inform him that they had been sent

to their Cobham training base in error.
Asked on Thursday if he would check

Cech’s new gloves for signs of skuldug-
gery, Arsenal manager Arsene Wenger
replied: “He’s big enough to check his
own gloves. “I think he has enough
gloves. These kind of mistakes can hap-
pen. I consider him now as a real

Arsenal player who looks to me as if he’s
been here forever. “He has adapted so
well and integrated to team spirit. This
kind of incident is an accident.” Arsenal
are currently top of the table on goal
difference from Leicester City, with
defending champions Chelsea 19 points
off the pace in 14th place. — AFP

Gloves off as Adidas forget to Cech address

LONDON: Son Heung-min’s thunderous
finish helped Tottenham Hotspur secure a
2-0 victory at Leicester City and Liverpool
eased past fourth-tier Exeter City 3-0 in FA
Cup third-round replays on Wednesday.
Son, who rifled home the opening goal
after 39 minutes, set up Nacer Chadli for
the second with a beautiful pass in the sec-
ond half as the eight-times Cup winners
eased through against surprise Premier
League high-flyers Leicester. Liverpool
scored early through Joe Allen, but then
made heavy weather of their lower league
opponents and did not add to their lead
until substitute Sheyi Ojo curled home
superbly.

Joao Teixeira rounded off a comfortable
victory for Juergen Klopp’s side with a neat
near-post finish eight minutes from time.
After the first meeting between Tottenham
and Leicester had ended in a thrilling 2-2
draw and with both teams harboring
hopes of challenging for the Premier
League title, their managers showed where
the FA Cup ranks in their priorities. Both
made a raft of changes to the sides they
fielded at the weekend and left out their

principal attacking weapons, with Jamie
Vardy warming the Leicester bench for
most of the match and Harry Kane starting
on the sidelines for Spurs.

The game began at a pedestrian pace
and only sprang to life after 39 minutes
when Son finished emphatically, thumping
the ball into the top corner past Kasper
Schmeichel as the Leicester defence
retreated. Demarai Gray tested Spurs keep-
er Michel Vorm at the start of the second
half with a curling effort, but Leicester
struggled to find any momentum and fell
further behind after 66 minutes. The ball
found its way through to Son, who slid a
perfectly-weighted through ball for Chadli
to calmly finish past Schmeichel and round
off a pleasing display for Tottenham man-
ager Mauricio Pochettino.

“The performance was fantastic,” he told
the BBC. “We played well from the begin-
ning to the end. I think we deserved this
victory.” Liverpool manager Klopp intro-
duced a smattering of experience to the
side that drew 2-2 at Exeter, in the shape of
Allen, Jose Enrique and Christian Benteke,
but it was still populated mostly by acade-

my graduates. One of those, Brad Smith,
made a telling contribution as seven-times
winners Liverpool took the lead after 10
minutes. The 21-year-old Australian
exchanged passes with Benteke and drilled
his low cross into the box for Allen to side-
foot home.

The second half was as one-sided as
the first and with a similar outcome as
Liverpool pressed and dominated but
failed to find the killer blow. While the
hosts’ struggles to extend their advan-
tage added to the tension inside Anfield,
the second goal was worth waiting for as
Ojo strolled into the area before beauti-
fully curling his finish into the roof of the
net. That effectively ended any hopes of
an upset and was swiftly followed by a
third goal as Teixeira was fed through by
Benteke and calmly slotted home, allow-
ing Klopp to sing the praises of his young
players. “They showed they are talented
with really big skills,” he told BT Sport.
Spurs travel  to third-t ier  Colchester
United in the fourth round and Liverpool
host Premier League rivals West Ham
United. — Reuters

Spurs oust Leicester
Liverpool beat lowly Exeter in FA Cup

Arsenal’s duo
Sanchez, Ozil in
line for Chelsea
LONDON: Arsenal’s key creators Mesut Ozil
and Alexis Sanchez could both return from
injury for Sunday’s Premier League clash with
champions Chelsea, manager Arsene Wenger
said yesterday. German playmaker Ozil missed
last weekend’s 0-0 draw at Stoke City with a
minor foot injury, but Wenger said that he
would be available for the London derby at
the Emirates Stadium. Wenger is also hopeful
that Sanchez will be able to feature for the
first time since succumbing to a hamstring
problem at Norwich City on November 29,
although the Chilean is not certain to be
involved. “The good news is that Ozil certainly
will be available,” Wenger told his pre-game
press conference at the Arsenal training
ground.

“Sanchez, the next two days will be deci-
sive, but this time, I think he will make it for
selection.” On Sanchez, Wenger added: “The
doubt is about him having been out for a long
time, and the risk of a setback. “To be clear on
all the tests is one thing. To be clear after
training is another. The intensity of a big game
you can never replicate in training, but you
can make the risk minimal. “I’m cautious with
him because we cannot afford a setback,
which would mean a very long period out. We
don’t want to take this risk. The signs he’s
shown in training this week are positive.”

Wenger said that midfielder Francis
Coquelin had returned to full training yester-
day following a knee injury. Striker Danny
Welbeck (knee) is due back in training next
week and midfielder Tomas Rosicky is sched-
uled to play for Arsenal’s under-21 side on
Friday as he pursues his recovery from a knee
injury of his own. Arsenal top the table on
goal difference from Leicester City, with
Manchester City a point back in third place.
Chelsea are 19 points adrift in 14th. Wenger
also said that he would happily help UK Anti-
doping after the agency’s chief executive,
Nicole Sapstead, said on Wednesday that she
wanted to speak to him about comments he
has made about doping in the past.

Wenger, 66, said in November that football
had a doping problem and accused European
governing body UEFA of not doing enough to
stamp it out. “I have more desire than time,
but I’m more than happy to help if I can in
clarifying things for people who want to fight
against doping,” he said yesterday. “I’ve said
what I have to say. In football, in our job, we
look like we want to tackle the problem now.
For a long period it looks to me like we didn’t.
“I am available. We have to tackle doping and
fight against it, you and me.  I am not thinking
I can do more than people responsible to do
that, but if they need to talk to me, I’m avail-
able.” He added: “I’m sure that not one club in
England is trying to dope its players.” — AFP 


